Optimal transportation is used to define a nonparametric density estimator as the solution of a convex optimization problem. The framework allows for density estimation subject to a variety of shape constraints, including ρ−concavity and Myerson's (1981) regularity condition. The mean integrated squared error for the density estimator of a random variable in R d achieves an asymptotic rate of convergence of O p (N −4/(d+4) ). After deriving algorithms for finding the density estimate, the framework is applied to data from the California Department of Transportation to explore whether their choice of awarding construction contracts using a first price auction is cost minimizing.
Introduction
Nonparametric density estimation has the distinct advantage over its parametric counterparts of not requiring the underlying population density to belong to a specific family. In the case of distribution functions, Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1956) showed that the empirical distribution function is a maximum likelihood estimator; however, attempting to use this distribution function to directly define a nonparametric density estimate results in a series of point masses located at each of the datapoints. Grenander (1956) showed that we can extricate ourselves from this "Dirac catastrophe" by constraining the density to be monotonic.
A great deal of the progress was made in the subsequent decades by adding penalty terms to the maximum likelihood objective function to restore the parsimony of the density estimator; for example, see (Silverman, 1982) . Parzen (1962) also showed that kernel density estimators resulted in consistent density estimators and derived the rates of convergence, and a large literature developed around this topic. Unlike Grenander's (1956) approach, the performance of maximum penalized likelihood estimators and kernel density estimators is highly dependent the specification of penalty terms and bandwidths, respectively, which can be difficult to choose.
Recently there has been a renewed interest in ensuring the parsimony of the maximum likelihood density estimate through conditioning on the information provided by the shape of the underlying density. For example, Cule, Samworth, and Stewart (2010) studied maximum likelihood density estimation subject to a constraint that the logarithm of the density was concave, which is known as a log-concavity constraint. Bagnoli and Bergstrom (2005) showed that log-concavity implies various functions of the density are monotonic and that these properties can be used to prove the existence and uniqueness of equilibria in models throughout economics. One early pioneer on the advantages of log-concavity for both statistical testing as well as estimation was Karlin (1968) . Some examples of log-concavity's many implications include, products and convolutions between log-concave densities are log-concave, the density f (x − θ) has a monotonic likelihood ratio if and only if f (·) is log-concave, and the hazard function of the log-concave density f (x), defined by f (x)/(1 − F (x)), where F (x) is the density function of f (x), is increasing. Koenker and Mizera (2010) extended these methods by maximizing Rényi entropy of order ρ ∈ R subject to a shape constraint of the form f (αx 0 + (1 − α)x 1 ) ≥ (αf (x 0 ) ρ + (1 − α)f (x 1 ) ρ )
1/ρ for all α ∈ [0, 1], which is equivalent to maximum likelihood subject to a log-concavity constraint as ρ → 0. 1 Decreasing ρ corresponds to a relaxation of the shape constraint. In other words, if f (x) satisfies the constraint for some ρ, then it also satisfies the constraint for all ρ < ρ. This constraint is equivalent to concavity when ρ is equal to one, and the cases of log-concavity and quasi-concavity can be derived in the limit as ρ → 0 and ρ → −∞ respectively.
In this paper we use optimal transportation to formulate a density estimator that is the solution of a convex optimization problem subject to the same ρ−concavity constraint given above. Galichon (2016) provides a comprehensive overview of the optimal transport literature as well as its many applications in economics. The next section briefly surveys the parts of this literature that are required to formulate our estimator, and the third section defines the estimator and shows that the asymptotic rate of convergence of the estimator is equivalent to the rate of convergence of kernel density estimators. The fourth and fifth sections provide algorithms to solve for the estimator.
After exploring the estimator resulting from conditioning on a ρ−concavity constraint, the sixth section generalizes the framework presented here to allow for density estimation subject to a much larger class of shape constraints, with a particular focus on shape constraints that arise in the economics literature. For example, Myerson (1981) proves the revenue equivalence theorem using a regularity condition that is now common in mechanism design. Myerson defined the virtual valuations as x − (1 − F (x))/f (x), where f (x) is the density function of the agents's valuations and F (x) is its distribution function, and requires this function be strictly increasing. The seventh section applies this generalization to data on bids for construction contracts from the California Department of Transportation to explore whether or not their choice of a first price auction to award construction contracts is cost minimizing. We find that a kernel density estimator of the valuations does not satisfy this condition. However, the shape-constrained density estimator follows the data closely, and this view is corroborated with an Anderson-Darling test. The final section concludes the paper.
In the subsequent sections, a few notational conventions are followed that are worth noting here. The application of a function to a matrix or vector refers to the application of the function to each element of that matrix or vector. Throughout the paper, all vectors are expressed as column vectors. Also, a diagonal matrix with a diagonal equal to the vector x will be denoted by D x . An n × 1 vector of ones will be denoted by 1 n , and we will also use for element-wise division of two vectors. Lastly, sgn(x) will be used to denote a function that is 1 when x ≥ 0 and −1 when x < 0.
Optimal Transportation
The theory of optimal transportation began with Monge in the 18 th century. Given a mound of earth and a nearby hole, both with the same volume, Monge explored how to efficiently transport the earth from the mound to the hole. For example, if we model our mound of earth with the density µ 0 : X → R + and the hole using another density, −µ 1 : Y → R − , Monge sought to find a transportation plan, T : X → Y, that minimizes a function describing the transportation cost while ensuring that all mass from µ 0 is transported and that the hole described by −µ 1 is completely filled. This problem does not actually have a solution for general densities µ 0 and µ 1 due to the fact that the transportation plans are required to be functions; in other words, all the mass at each x ∈ X must be transported to a single location y ∈ Y. Kantorovich (1942) showed how to find a solution to a more general problem by writing the transportation plan as another density, say π : X ×Y → R + . Given x ∈ X and y ∈ Y, π(x, y) can be interpreted as the amount of earth (or mass) moved from x to y under the transportation plan π(·). Obviously after moving all the earth, the hole must be filled completely, which implies X π(x, y)δx = µ 1 (y) for all y ∈ Y. Likewise, the entire mound, µ 0 , is used to fill this hole, so Y π(x, y)δy = µ 0 (x) for all x ∈ X. The set of densities, or couplings, that satisfy these two constraints will be denoted by Π(µ 0 , µ 1 ).
The most common cost function in optimal transport is simply squared Euclidean distance. In other words, the cost of moving one unit of earth from x ∈ X to y ∈ Y is proportional to x − y 2 . The resulting minimization problem is then given by
which we will call the Wasserstein distance. The Wasserstein distance has many desirable properties, one being that it satisfies all of the usual properties of a distance measure. The regularized Wasserstein distance is a generalization of this distance measure. It is defined by
where γ ≥ 0 and H(π) := − X×Y π(x, y) log π(x, y)δxδy is the Shannon entropy of π (Cuturi, 2013; Cuturi and Doucet, 2014) . This objective function is strictly convex when γ > 0; however, the primary advantage of adding this entropy term is that it will allow us to efficiently compute the optimal coupling, say π γ , as we will show below. Rather than using continuous functions for π, µ 1 , and µ 0 , we will approximate these functions by discretizing them on a uniform mesh. The coupling π will be stored as an m × n matrix and µ 0 and µ 1 will be stored as n × 1 and m × 1 vectors respectively. In other words, if x i ∈ X and y i ∈ Y are two points on the discretized domain of µ 0 and µ 1 , then π ij is π(x i , y j ), µ 0j is µ 0 (x j ), and µ 1i is µ 1 (y i ). For notational convenience, we will also define the m × n matrix M so that M ij = x i − y j 2 . After discretizing, (2) can be written as
The corresponding Lagrangian is given by
and the first order conditions imply that there exists (v, w) ∈ R m+n + such that the optimal coupling is equal to K ij w i v j , where K ij := exp (−M ij /γ) . This can also be written as
In other words, adding the entropy term to the objective function reduces the dimensionality of the optimal coupling from mn to m + n. The m + n elements of v and w must be set so that the m + n equality constraints given in (4) and (5) hold. Naively counting the degrees of freedom in this way does not lead us astray in this case; Sinkhorn (1967) shows that the vectors v and w, such that (4) and (5) hold, are unique up to a multiplicative scalar. The iterative proportional fitting procedure is an efficient method of computing these vectors; see Krupp (1979) . This method iteratively redefines v j so that 1 m i π ij = µ 0j for all j, and subsequently w i is redefined so that 1 n j π ij = µ 1i for all i, as summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 This algorithm describes the iterative proportional fitting procedure. The methods in the fourth section of this paper will also require w (and some functions of w, µ 0 , and µ 1 ) as output. After we introduce these functions in the next section, we can add these additional values to the return statement.
The first order condition for the dual of (3)- (5) can also be used to show that the assignments of v and w given in Algorithm 1 must both hold at the optimal coupling. Cuturi and Doucet (2014) show that the dual of (3)- (5) has the particularly simple form
The first order conditions of (8) imply
and, after replacing exp (y j /γ − 1) with v j and exp (x i /γ) with w i , we can show that these formulas are equivalent to the updates given in Algorithm 1.
In the next section we will consider minimizing regularized Wasserstein distance over µ 1 subject to a shape constraint, and we will define the minimizer as the shapeconstrained density estimator. Before we move onto formulating this minimization problem, a few comments regarding the effect of γ on the minimizer will be useful.
Higher values of γ correspond to π γ being more dispersed. As γ is decreased toward zero, W γ (µ 0 , µ 1 ) converges to W 0 (µ 0 , µ 1 ) and π γ converges to the optimal unregularized coupling, π 0 , at a rate of c 1 exp(−c 2 /γ) for fixed c 1 , c 2 > 0; see Benamou et al. (2015) and Cuturi (2013) . Decreasing γ also tends to increase the number of iterations that are required for Algorithm 1 to converge. After the proof of convergence is presented in the next section, Remark 2 provides a rule-of-thumb for setting γ.
Shape-Constrained Density Estimation
The input of the density estimator proposed in this paper is a kernel density estimator, µ, based on N i.i.d. datapoints drawn from a continuous population density, µ . For simplicity, let's begin by examining the one dimensional case. The shape-constrained density estimator in this case is defined as the solution to
The set of feasible densities is generally not convex. 2 To ameliorate this problem, we will use a similar formulation as Koenker and Mizera (2010) , which instead solves for g := f ρ . Also, we will exclude the k th element of g in the objective function and constraints. Let g −k be equal to g after omitting this k th element. To use Algorithm 1, the elements of f that do not correspond to this k th element, or f −k , are set equal to g
In a slight abuse of notation, I will also denote the objective function as W γ (µ, g
2 A counterexample could be constructed for the case in which ρ < 0, and f
(1) and f (2) are both defined by evaluating Gaussian density functions with different means. Since Gaussian densities are log-concave, f
(1) and f (2) are ρ−concave for any ρ < 0 (as long as they are defined using a mesh that is sufficiently dense). However, (f (1) + f (2) )/2 is bimodal, so it is not ρ−concave for any value of ρ.
(10) This objective function is convex in g −k as long as a suitable index k is chosen, a feature that is discussed in the next section in more detail. The final form of our optimization problem is
where K −k is the cone of locally concave functions after discretizing and omitting all constraints that contain g k . In other words, it can be viewed as a discretization of the set of functions {u(x) | u :
For the one dimensional case, this optimization problem is equivalent to
The following theorem shows that the density corresponding to the minimizer of (11) and (12), say f , converges to µ when µ is ρ−concave. We use the nondiscretized counterpart of the optimization problem for simplicity and discuss the discretized case in the remarks that follow the proof.
Theorem 1: If µ : X ⊆ R d → R + is ρ −concave for ρ < ρ and continuous, X is bounded, µ is a kernel density estimator using a Gaussian kernel with a covariance matrix equal to σ 2 V > 0, σ and γ are chosen so that σ and σ 2 + γ/2 converge to zero at an asymptotic rate of O(N −1/(d+4) ), then f converges to µ and the asymptotic mean integrated squared error of f is
The corresponding Lagrangian is
and the first order condition implies
After combining this equality with the constraint, we have
where κ := R m exp(− x − y 2 /γ)δy. This equality implies
Sincef (y) is a marginal of π(x, y), it has a total mass of one, so κ is set so that f (y) = µ * φ γ/2I , where * denotes a convolution and φ γ/2I (·) is a Gaussian density with a mean equal to zero and a covariance matrix equal to γ/2I. Since µ(x) is a kernel density estimator, it can be expressed as
are the datapoints and δ(z i ) is a Dirac delta function centered at z i . After substituting this definition into the equationf (y) = µ * φ γ/2I , we havef (y) Parzen (1962) shows thatf (·) → µ (·) and the asymptotic mean integrated squared error betweenf (·) and µ (·) converges in probability to zero at a rate of
Since the feasibility set of W γ (·) is a subset of the feasibility set used in the definition of W , W ≤ W γ (µ, h) for all h, and W = W γ (µ, h) if and only if h(·) =f (·). Sincef (·) converges to µ (·), a density that is in the interior of the set of ρ−concave densities, asymptoticallyf (·) is ρ−concave with probability one, so f (·) =f (·) asymptotically.
Remark 1: The assumptions of the theorems can actually be weakened. For example, f would still converge to µ as long as σ and γ were chosen so that σ 2 + γ/2 → 0 and N σ 2 + γ/2 → ∞, but other choices of these parameters do not result in the same asymptotic rate of convergence (Parzen, 1962) . Also, the theorem does not require the assumption that the kernel used to generate µ is Gaussian. Any kernel can be used as long as the convolution of that kernel with a Gaussian density satisfies the required conditions given by Parzen (1962) . On a more theoretical note, even though we assume that σ > 0, the limit off as σ → 0 does exist; thus the first part of the proof also shows that kernel density estimators can be viewed as the minimizers W γ ( i δ(z i )/N, f ) with respect to f.
Remark 2: Algorithm 1 can be slow to converge or fail to converge if γ is chosen to be too small, but it is worth noting that the requirement that γ → 0 is not problematic when the conditions given in the theorem hold because Algorithm 1 converges in one iteration when its inputs are the densities µ and
can be viewed as the discretized counterpart of the densityf in the proof of Theorem 2, in the sense that
) satisfies the shape constraints. As long as µ is ρ −concave for ρ < ρ, this will be the case asymptotically since µ → µ as N → ∞ and since K(µ (K T 1 m )) → µ as γ → 0 as long as X ⊂ Y. We can use the interpretation off from the proof above to find a rule of thumb for setting γ. Specifically, σ 2 + γ/2 can be set using a rule-of-thumb bandwidth estimator while ensuring 2σ 2 /γ is a constant; for examples of rule-of-thumb bandwidth estimators see Silverman, 1986; Scott, 1992 . In practice, setting these parameters so that σ 2 /γ = 1/4 works well. Combining this equality with Scott's rule of thumb implies σ 2 V = N −2/(d+4) S/3 and γ = N −2/(d+4) tr(S/d)4/3, where S and tr(S) are the covariance matrix of the data and its trace respectively, and d is the number of dimensions.
Other than cases in which µ is fairly far from the set of densities that are ρ−concave, this rule for setting σ 2 and γ tends to lead to values that are higher than required for convergence of Algorithm 1. If one wishes to ensure to that the shape constraints are more directly responsible for the parsimony of f , rather than the smoothing caused by setting σ 2 + γ/2 to a value that is larger than required, γ can be decreased to a point in which the shape constraints bind over larger subsets of the domain. Given an approximation of f , a root finding algorithm can be used to approximate the value of γ that lead to convergence within a fixed number of iterations (a few hundred to a thousand iterations would be reasonable choices), and the output of this root finding algorithm can be thought of as an approximate lower bound on γ. The fifth section derives a function that is capable of approximating f .
Main Algorithm
In this section we will derive a trust region algorithm to find the global minimum of (11) and (12). We start this process by deriving the gradient and Hessian of W γ (µ, g 1/ρ −k ) for cases in which ρ = 0. Appendix B contains these derivations for the log-concave case, which corresponds to the limit as ρ → 0. When the densities are defined in multiple dimensions, Appendix A describes a modification of Algorithm 1 that can provide a substantial gain in computational efficiency.
The gradient of W γ (µ, g 1/ρ −k ) can be found by applying the envelope theorem to (10). This implies
To derive the Hessian of W γ (µ, g 1/ρ −k ), we need to find the gradient of x i and x k with respect to g −k . Implicit differentiation of the first order conditions of (10) imply
We can combine these derivatives with the first order of conditions of (8) to show that the Hessian is
where a := γ/ (f k ρ 2 ) and
Note that choosing choosing k to be arg min i w i is a sufficient condition for this matrix to be positive definite; however, it is generally possible to choose k to correspond to one of the elements on the boundary of the domain of µ to ensure that the density estimate satisfies the shape constraints everywhere on the interior of its domain while maintaining the convexity of the objective function.
Having already derived the gradient and Hessian of W γ (µ, g 1/ρ −k ), it is straightforward to create a trust region algorithm. The algorithm takes an initial density estimate, f (0) , as input and in iteration i the algorithm solves
If the value of the objective function evaluated at g
−k +∆ results in an improvement over its value at g
−k is defined to be g (i−1) −k + ∆. If the improvement was significant, then the radius of the trust region, c, is increased; otherwise it is decreased. This is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2
The parameter values for this method were set using the recommendations of Fan and Yuan (2001) . DefineGamma(µ, ρ, f (0) ) finds the value of γ such that Algorithm 1 converges within a given range of iterations and then defines K using this value of γ. WassersteinDistance is similar to Algorithm 1 after adding the gradient, Hessian, and the index k (as defined in section three) to its output.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate two examples of the output of Algorithm 2. Figure 1 provides density estimates of the rotational velocity of stars that are constrained to be −2−concave and −1/2−concave, respectively. Figure 2 provides a plot of a two dimensional density; to illustrate the tail behavior of the density more clearly, the logarithm of the density is shown. This density estimate uses a dataset containing the height and left middle finger length of 3,000 British criminals that was analyzed by Macdonell (1902) and Student (1908) . Figure 1: The red density in each plot is a kernel density estimate of the rotational velocity of stars from from Hoffleit and Warren (1991) . The blue density in (a) is the −1/2−concave density estimate, while in (b) this density is the −2−concave density estimate.
The data used to generate both figures are also used by Koenker and Mizera (2010) to compare log-concave density estimates with −1/2−concave density estimates. In the case of the dataset for the rotational velocity of stars, they show that the former provides a monotonic density in the region in which the speed of rotation is strictly positive, while the latter density has a peak near the mode of the kernel density estimate shown in Figure 1 . This peak is also present in both of the shape-constrained densities shown in Figure 1 .
For the dataset used in Figure 2 , Koenker and Mizera show that the logarithm of the MLE subject to a log-concavity constraint is below −24 near the observation at the very top of Figure 2 , so observations this far from the rest of the data would be fairly unlikely to occur if the density was in fact log-concave. The logarithm of the −1/2−concave density given below is approximately −7.2 near this observation. The data points (shown in red) consists of the height and finger length of 3,000 criminals from Macdonell (1902) . The points on the convex hull of the data are illustrated with blue asterisks. The contour plot depicts the logarithm of the −1/2−concave density estimate to illustrate the tail behavior of the density. MOSEK, a highly optimized quadratic program solver, generally finds ∆ in a timely manner; however, this can still be a time consuming step when f and µ are defined in two dimensions. The algorithm is more computationally efficient if f (0) is a good approximation of f . The next section presents an algorithm that finds an approximation of f for this purpose.
Bregman Projections
Algorithm 1 can be derived using the method of alternating Bregman projections (MABP), which is also the basis for the algorithm proposed in this section (Bregman, 1967) . Bregman explored a class of divergence measures defined by
where ϕ : R n → R is a convex function. In other words, ifφ y (x) is the first order Taylor series expansion of ϕ(·) at y ∈ R n , then D ϕ (x | y) = ϕ(x) −φ y (x). Many distance measures and divergences can be viewed as Bregman divergences.
For example, squared Euclidian distance can be derived using ϕ(x) := x 2 , and ϕ(x) := i x i log(x i ) results in Kullback-Leibler divergence.
Bregman described a way to to minimize ϕ(·) subject to multiple sets of affine constraints using this divergence measure. As an example, let's consider 4 min x ϕ(x) subject to:
For l ∈ {1, 2}, let the Bregman projection of y onto the constraint A l x = b l be denoted by
MABP begins by initializing x
(0) at arg min x ϕ(x) and the i th iteration takes x (i−1) as input and defines x (i) as
This is often a very efficient way to solve an optimization problem when there is an analytic solution for one or both of the projections. For example, the two updates found in Algorithm 1 can be viewed as Bregman projections of the coupling π onto either π1 n /n = µ 1 or π T 1 m /m = µ 0 . For simplicity, we will derive the algorithm proposed in this section in the one dimensional case. To approximate f , we need to solve
π1 n /n = f, and
We can only guarantee that MABP converges to the global minimum if the constraints are affine. The constraint in (19) is not convex, so we cannot guarantee that MABP will converge. Regardless, MABP is often employed with reasonable success in nonconvex cases; for examples, see Bauschke, Borwein, and Combettes (2003) and the references therein. MABP also performs well in this setting, and since the output of the algorithm will only be used to initialize Algorithm 2, inaccuracies in the output will not impact our final density estimates.
The Bregman divergence corresponding to the objective function in (3) is
As previously mentioned, the Bregman projection onto the constraint in (18) 
The constraints given by (19) can be combined to define the projection,
The first order conditions of the corresponding Lagrangian imply
After summing over j on both sides and dividing by n we have
wherev i := 1 n jπ ij and θ i :
Rather than attempting to solve (20) numerically, we can use the change of variable f = g 1/ρ from the third section. The following problem has equivalent KKT conditions, but the dimension is reduced from mn to m.
subject to:
However, to ensure this optimization problem is convex we need to add the constraint g i ≤v ρ i exp(−ρ/(1 − ρ)) for every i ∈ {1, 2, ..., m}, which may be a source of inaccuracy for this algorithm when ρ is set to a small value. To give some idea how this constraint effects the density estimate, let's explore the cases in which ρ is equal to −5 and 0. The constraint can also be thought of as specifying a lower bound on f i ofv i exp(−1/(1 − ρ)), so when ρ takes the low value of −5, f i is constrained to be greater than approximately 0.85v i . However, when ρ = 0, f i is constrained to be greater thanv i /e ≈ 0.37v i . The pseudocode for this method is given in Algorithm 3. Generally five to thirty iterations are sufficient to provide a reasonable value for f (0) .
Algorithm 3 Produces an approximate shape-constrained density estimate using MABP. Note that no constraint regarding the mass of f was made. The mass of f will be correct in the limit due to the assignment v ← µ (Kw).
Alternative Shape Constraints
In this section we will show that minimizing the regularized Wasserstein distance subject to a shape constraint is a convex optimization problem for a wide variety of shape constraints. To do this we define ω(x, y; g) as
has a continuous second derivative. This allows us to express the Wasserstein distance as
Now consider a shape-constrained density estimator that is defined as the minimum of
where β : R m−1 → R m−1 is a continuous and convex function. The envelope theorem and implicit differentiation implies that the Hessian of
For the ease of notation, let the matrices A, B, and C correspond to the matrices above so that
The first order conditions of (23) imply
In other words, C is a positive definite matrix as long as each element of f is strictly positive, so BCB T is also positive definite. It can also be shown that each nonzero element of A is a multiplied by x i − x j for i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, so each element of A is zero whenever each element of x is equal. As described in Remark 2 of Theorem 1, this occurs when f is the minimizer of W 2 γ (µ, f ), sayf . By initializing our optimization procedure at arg min g g
the Hessian is positive definite along the entire path of convergence as long asf is sufficiently close to the set of densities that satisfy the shape constraint. In the case of shape constraints that have the effect of increasing the parsimony of f in some way, this can often be ensured by increasing σ. This approach allows the framework presented in this paper to be applied to other shape constraints than those that can be described using ρ−concavity. Constraining density estimates to have a monotonic virtual valuations function would be particularly useful in Economics. Ewerhart (2013) shows that this is equivalent to constraining g(x) = 1/(1−F (x)) to be convex, where F (x) is the distribution function. We can solve for F (x) and take the first derivative to show that the corresponding density function is f (x) = g (x)/g(x)
2 , which can be approximated on a mesh to solve (24) and (25) . Wellner (2017) shows that constraining a density to have an increasing hazard function is equivalent to constraining g(x) = − log(1 − F (x)) to be convex. After using a similar strategy as above, this implies, f (x) = exp(−g(x))g (x). Both of these examples lead to the matrix A having positive diagonal terms; however, guaranteeing that A is positive definite would require f to satisfy a set of inequalities that do not appear to have an obvious interpretation. Regardless, we can ensure positive definiteness by increasing σ. In some cases this may increase the dispersion of f by more than we would prefer. In these cases, it would be best to compare the resulting density estimate with an estimate subject to a stronger constraint and check which density fits the data more closely. Ewerhart (2013) shows that a sufficient condition for the density f (x) to satisfy Myerson's (1981) regularity condition is for f (x) to be ρ−concave for ρ > −1/2, and a log-concavity constraint can be used to ensure that the hazard function is monotonic.
An Application
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) uses a first price auction to allocate construction contracts. In this section we use data on the bids submitted to Caltrans in 1999 and 2000 to explore whether or not this choice of auction format minimizes the costs to the state of California. If f (x) is the density of valuations for the bidders, with a distribution function denoted by F (x), and if the bidders are risk neutral, Myerson (1981) shows that auctions that allocate the item being auctioned to the person with the highest bid are optimal when the virtual valuations of the bidders, which is given by x − (1 − F (x))/f (x), is monotonically increasing.
To examine whether this condition is plausible, we need to estimate the valuations (or costs) of the construction firms. Guerre, Perrigne, and Vuong (2000) used the fact that the best response function of bidders in a first price sealed bid auction is an increasing function of the bidders's valuations to show that the valuation of bidder i can be estimated by
where n is the numbers of bidders participating in the auction, b i is i's bid,f b (·) is a consistent estimate of the density of bids, andF b (·) is its corresponding distribution.
To control for the size of each project, we normalize each bid by Caltrans's engineers's estimates of the cost of each project before estimatingf b (·) andF b (·) for each auction size. Bajari, Houghton and Tadelis (2006) use the same dataset to estimate the costs of each firm. We follow a similar estimation strategy but make some modifications because our focus is on the costs to the state of California. Specifically, we did not subtract transportation costs from the cost estimates or treat bids from small firms differently than larger firms. Each bid consists of a unit cost bid on each item that the contract requires, and the total bid is equal to the dot product of the number of items required and the unit bid of each item. If small modifications are made to the contract after it is awarded, the final payment to the firm is equal to the dot product of the modified quantities and the unit costs in the original bid. Bajari, Houghton and Tadelis found evidence that firms are able to make accurate forecasts of these final quantities, so we follow their recommendation and replace the first term in (26) with the final amount that is paid to the firm (after normalizing by the Caltrans's engineers's estimate of the project cost). We also exclude all auctions in which these modifications resulted in a change in the payment received by the firm by more than 3%. After excluding these auctions we were left with 1,393 bids. Lastly, Hickman and Hubbard (2013) showed that the accuracy of the valuations estimates can be improved by applying a boundary correction tof b (·), which we also employed in our estimation procedure.
After we estimate the valuations for each firm, we used a kernel density estimate with a bandwidth set using Silvarman's rule of thumb; however, the resulting virtual valuations function was not increasing in two regions of the domain of the density. This could be an innocuous idiosyncrasy of the data or it could be evidence that Caltrans's choice of auction format is suboptimal. To investigate which possibility is more plausible, we used a kernel density estimate with a bandwidth equal to one third of the bandwidth implied by Silverman's rule of thumb. Afterward we found the density that minimizes the regularized Wasserstein distance from this input density subject to the constraint that the virtual valuations function is monotonic. Despite the fact that γ and σ 2 were set so that σ 2 + γ/2 was approximately seven percent less than the recommendation given in Remark 2 of Theorem 1, the Hessian of the objective function was convex along the path of convergence.
The input density and the output of the algorithm are shown in Figure 3 . The fact that the output density has multiple modes demonstrates that this constraint is a significant relaxation of ρ−concavity. It is also apparent from the figure that the density of valuations is fairly close to the set of densities that have monotonic virtual valuations.
We also tested the null hypothesis that the valuations follow our shape-constrained density estimate against the alternative hypothesis that this is not the correct density using an Anderson-Darling (1954) test. Since our density estimate is non-standard, 10,000 samples were drawn from the shape-constrained density estimate to approximate the critical value. Using a significance level of 0.1, the approximate critical value is 2.20. Since our test statistic is 0.33, we fail to reject our hypothesis that the density estimate that is constrained to satisfy Myerson's regularity condition is the correct density. Figure 3 : The density estimate of the valuations of firms is shown in red, and the density shown in blue minimizes the regularized Wasserstein distance from the red density subject to a constraint that the virtual valuations function of the density is monotonic. The absolute value of the valuations can be viewed as the cost per dollar of the Caltrans's engineer's estimates.
Conclusion
One of the differences between other shape-constrained density estimators proposed in the literature and the one proposed here is that a density is used as input rather than the data itself. The estimators proposed by Cule, Samworth, and Stewart (2010) and Koenker and Mizera (2010) provide density estimates that are zero outside of the convex hull of the data. One byproduct of using a kernel density estimator as input is that the resulting shape-constrained density estimate has non-zero tails outside of the convex hull of the data. Another implication of using a kernel density estimator as input is that g is not necessarily affine on each facet of a triangulation of the data points, as in Cule, Samworth, and Stewart (2010) .
The framework presented here can also be extended to allow γ to take different values at each column of the matrix K, which would be appealing in two situations. When one would like f to be as close as possible to µ, γ can be decreased below what would have otherwise been possible in regions where the shape-constrained density estimator is closer to µ without interfering with the convergence of Algorithm 1. Secondly, this would allow for the development of methods that set γ and σ 2 using an adaptive approach that is similar to the one described by Sheather and Jones (1991) for kernel density estimators.
The gradient in this case is equal to
and the Hessian is
where a := γ/f k and
